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Constitutional Validity of Implementation of the
MandaI Commission Recommendations
VTIffiAM SINGH

Ever since Man evolved from his primogenitor, the ape, the principle of equality and
its applicability in the species homo sapiens have remained poles apart and a seemingly
unattainable goal. The operation of the 'might is right' principle or the 'Divine Right'
theory has ensured that one class of individuals will always dominate another class. This
has been reflected in ancient Rome, Nazi Germany al'ld even to some extent in the United
States. Differentiation on the basis of race, colour, class, creed and language has been and
is a practice in all the communities allover the world.
India has not lagged far behind and can boast of an all-pervasive
class and language barriers which tend to divide our society more than
present position of the Socially and Educationally Backward Classes,
referred to, vis-a-vis the more advantaged and privileged sections of our
be expressed in this metaphor of the shackled runner:

caste system and
ever before. The
as they are often
society may well

"Imagine two runners at the starting line, readying fur the 100m sprint. One has his
legs shackled, the other not. The gun, goes off and the race begins. Not surprisingly, the
unfettered runner immediately takes the lead and then rapidly increases the distance
between himself and his shackled competitor. Before the finish line is crossed, however,
the officiating judge blows his whistle, calls off the contest on the grounds that the
unequal conditions between the runners made it an unfair competition, and orders removal
of the shackles."
This brings us to the institution of compensatory discrimination-an
institution
introduced in the USA for a short period of time and one which has been incorporated in
the Constitution of India.
This institution involves not only the removal of the shackles fettering the
disadvantaged, the downtrodden, but also includes a positive and specific command to the
governmental authorities to actually ameliorate their lot inter alia by way of reservation
of appointments or posts in their favour. It takes note of the fact that formal guarantees of
equal rights are insufficient when ancient prejudices, discriminatory practices and resulting
inequalities persist.
It was the conviction of the Founding Fathers of our Constitution that ~pecial and
preferential treatment was necessary for disadvantaged groups before even a semblance of
equality could be achieved. It was thonght that incorporating
the institution of
compensatory
discrimination
in our Ground Norm and helping such weak and
disadvantaged groups by special care WOUldbe a step towards, and not away from,
equality. The unbalanced scales of justice would then be returned to their actual positions.
Constitutional
Mandate
and Reservati<.'Ds: A Brief Review
Articles 14, 15(4), 16(4), 338(10) and 340(1) read in the light of Article 46 of the
Constitution of India constitute a mandate for affirmative action by the State to make
"any special provision for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward
classes of citizens" and to make "any provision for the reservation of appointments or ..•.
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posts in favour of any backward class of citizens which, in the opinion of the state, is not
adequately represented in the services under the State". The MandaI Commission
constituted under Article 340(1) was a step in aid of such affirmative action. The
Government
of India's policy in implementation
of the said Commission's
recommendations
as contained in its Office Memorandum! is in fulfilment of its
constitutional mandate by the State.
There is inherent evidence (Article 340(1)) that such other backward classes, referred
to as socially and educationally backward classes (SEBCs), labour under various
difficulties and conditions of backwardness and it is imperative that steps should be taken
by the Union or any State of remove such difficulties and to improve their conditions.
In the case of all backward classes there was early recognition of the need for their
amelioration. They were variously known as 'backward communities, depressed classes,
aboriginal and hill tribes, other backward classes, exterior castes, primitive tribes,
criminal tribes' and eventually as SCs and backward tribes (in the Government of India
Act, 1935) and finally as BCs, SCs, STs, and SEBCs (in the Constitution of India). This
clear recognition was accorded by the various Committees and Commissions that enquired
into the matter from the early part of this Century and crystalised into constitutional and
statutory recognition viz. the Millers Committee (1921), the Stare Committee (1930),
the Criminal Tribes Act, 1871 and subsequent Committees and Commissions to this day.
In the- Constituent Assembly Debates, various members who addressed the issue,
specifically pointed out the need for clear identification of these backward classes.
Backward Classes other than the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes had not
been identified prior to Independence excepting in a few Provinces & States. Therefore,
the Constitution of India, recognising their existence and need, provided a procedure for
their identification under Article 340 and for consequential affirmative action under
Articles 15(4) and 16(4) read with Article 46. Alternatively, this process of identification
was also subsumed in a statutory form under Section 3 of the Commissions of Enquiry
Act, 1952.
The President accordingly set up the First Backward Classes Commission (Kaka
Kalelkar Commission) in 1953 under Article 340. The Commission submitted its report
in 1955. After consideration, the Government of India in August 1961, took a decision
which in effect amounted to the rejection of the same. Thereafter, there were a series of
Committees and Commissions, statutory or constitutional as aforesaid, constituted by
various State Governments for identification of SEBCs to grant them relief within their
domain and they were also sought to be implemented.
The acceptance of their reports and their implementation formed the subject-matter of
litigation. In the course of the same, the Courts evolved the principles regarding judicial
review of the working of the recommendations
of such Commissions, the criteria
formulated by them for identification of SEBCs and the validity of the Government's
orders implementing them. It is to be noted that the Report and recommendations of the
MandaI Commission takes into account the principles thus laid down by the courts.
Thereafter in 1979 the Second Backward Classes Commission (Mandal Commission)
was set up by the President under Article 340(1) and it submitted its report on 31-121980. Its Report was duly tabled and discussed in Parliament and was under examination
ti1l1990. On 7 August, 1990, the Government of India, after due consideration and full
realisation of the imperatives of social and economic justice, announced its decision to
implement the recommendations of the said Commission. With this, the long overdue
1

No. 36012/31190-ES1T. (SeT) dated 13 August, 1990.

I
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fulfilment of the Constitutional sanction with regard to the SEBCs, commenced.

The Present Dilemma
It was on Augilst 7th, 1990 that the then Prime Minister V.P. Singh made the
electrifying announcement that the Government was accepting the MandaI Commission
recommendation of rcserv£ltion of 27 per cent of the jobs in all Central Government and
public sector institutions. This was quickly followed up by a notification on August 13
in which it was stated that in the first phase, reservations would be made for the "castes
and communities which are common to both the list in the report of theJMandal
Commission and the State Government's lists."2 It was also stated that a list of these
castes and communities would be issued separately. Following this a committee of about
15 joint secretaries was given the task of getting the State lists, comparing them with the
Mandallists and drawing up the lists of castes and communities which would be eligible
for job reservation.
The proposed implementation
stirred up a veritable hornet's nest. There was
widespread student unrest "nd riots were commonplace. The numerous petitions filed in
both the Supreme Court of India as well as certain High Courts and the subsequent
vacillation and indecision exhibited by the apex court added fuel to the fire.
On September 11, 1990 the Supreme Court transferred to itself all writ petitions
challenging the implementation and fixed November 6, 1990 for the hearing. The division
bench, comprising Chief Justice Ranganath Misra, Justices K.N Singh and M.H. Kania,
issued "rule nisi" on all petitions listed before the Court. On September 21, the Supreme
Court refused the prayers of the petitioners to stay the implementation of the National
Front Government's Official Memorandum of August 13. It also held that no interim
orders were necessary on the prayer for stay of the September IS, 1990 Union Public
Service Commission notification.
In a surprising volte-face,
the Supreme Court, on October I, stayed the
implementation of the memorandum in all respects except the identification of the castes,
until it disposed of the petitions challenging the recommendations.
The court also
advanced hearing of the main writ petition challenging the decision to implement the
report from November 6 to October 25. However its change in stand may not be all that
surprising. By granting the stay in the implementation, the Constitution Bench of the
apex court gave the Prime Minister a reprieve. Although the Government, through its
then Law Minister, Mr. Dinesh Goswami, had publicly declared it would oppose a stay,
in the heart of hearts it cannot but have felt relieved.
On the first day of the hearing of a batch of 42 petitions challenging
government's
decision, the Supreme Court refused to revoke the stay on
implementation of the same. With legal titans of the likes of Jethmalani, Venugopal
Palkhiwala in the fray yet another battle challenging the constitutionality
of
institution of reservation in general and the August 13 Memorandum in particular
commenced in real earnest.
.

the
the
and
the
had

In subsequent chapters, an attempt has reen made to analyse the various grounds on
which the constitutionality of the proposed implementation has been challenged by the
numerous petitioners, in the light of judicial precedents and constitutional provisions.
While traversing each ground the social justice aspect assimilated in the socio-political
and economic document we call the Constitution has to be kept in mind.
2

Reservation for only the common castes from both lists demolishes the argument that the proposed
implementation is based on an obsolete identification pattern as the State lists are as recently
compiled as possible.
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Methodology

of the Mandai Commission

The constitutional validity of the implementation was questioned on a number of
grounds. The main thrust, however, was on the methodology applied by the Commission
for the identification of the beneficiaries of the proposed reservations, which was alleged
to be defective, biased, and based on personal whims and fancies. It was challenged that if
the foundations themselves were dubious and suspect, the said recommendations could.not
hope to stand up to the accepted tests of reasonable classification based on intelligible
differentia.
The MandaI Commission
information and material:-

adopted a multi-pronged

approach

in order to gather

(i)

Questionnaires were published in national dailies and regional newspapers and
were also sent to State Governments, Central Ministries, the general public
voluntary organisations, social workers, caste organisations, etc.

(ii)

The Commission undertook extensive tours of the country to get first hand
information from various communities and sections of the public. It participated
in 171 formal meetings and received 2638 representations.
At all State
headquarters, t.he Commission held discussions with the CMs, Ministers, MPs
andMLAs.

(iii)

The Commission invited a number of people's representatives eminent public
persons, sociologists, journalists, demographers to tender evidence on various
issues relating to the SEBCs and their various problems.

(iv)

In conjunction
with the above, the MandaI Commission
undertook its
deliberations as scientifically and systematically as possible with the aid of
various agencies:
(a) A research planning team (RPT) of distinguished sociologists.3 It was to
draw up the plan of studies and researches for being undertaken by the
Commission for determining in a scientific and objective manner the criteria
for defining the SEBCs. It is to be noted that the ground rules laid down by
the RPT (the majority of whom incidentally did not belong to the backward
classes) were followed scrupulously.
(b)

An expert panel comprised of distinguished academicians and r~search
scholars representing such disciplines or areas of study such as ethnography,
sociology, geography, political science, public administration and regional
development.4 The Panel prepared schedules, dummy tables, instructions,
etc., for undertaking the filed survey and these were pre-tested in a number of
villages in 4 States and validation checks were carried out by the Research
and Survey Wing of the Commission.5

(c)

The technical advisory committee to provide continuous guidance at the
operationalleve1.6 It was headed by Dr. Seal, Director General of the Central
Statistical Organisation. This committee advised that a 100 per cent
coverage of 2 villages and one urban block in each district of the country
would be adequate for sample size and coverage.?

3
4

Vide Appendix XII at pg. 99 of the I st Part of its Report.
Vide Appendix III at pg. 101 of the MandaI Commission Report.

S
6

Vide the Report, First Part, pg. 50, para 1l.7.
Ibid, para II-vi.
Ibid p. 50, para 11.1.

7
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In view of the different experiences in northern and southern states with regard to
welfare measures for OBCs, the Commission engaged the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences, Bombay to undertake a case study of 4 States viz. Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, Bihar and UP.
The Commission had the benefit of village studies made by the Anthropological
Survey of India with regard to the conditions and problems of SEBCs.
The Commission requested the Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, to prepare a
comprehensive analysis of the legal and constitutional issues involved in the
light of the large number of judicial decisions and limited its recommendations
within the scope of the frame-work so obtained.

The very nature of a social investigation of such magnitude makes it impossible to
arrive at figures with mathematical precision while dealing with the question of
identification of SEBCs. This however does not necessarily detract from the validity of
the recommendations. The very object of enumerating the aforementioned methodology
was to highlight the fact that the Commission had the benefit of information and material
from diverse sources and- it had systematised and concretized its deliberations on as
scientific lines as possible.
With respect to the present legal principles, the adequacy or otherwise of a particular
methodology or statistical method is not a matter for judicial review for the reason that,
as the Supreme Court of India has observed, courts are not equipped with the necessary
expertise to determine such questions.
Justice Chinnappa Reddy in Vasanth Kumar v State of Karnataka8 observed that
"The Courts are not necessarily the most competent to identify the backward classes
or to lay down guidelines for their identification except in broad and general way. We
are not equipped for that; we have no legal barometers to measure social
backwardness ... "
Concurring with Chinnappa Reddy, J., Justice A.P. Sen in the same case held that
"The courts have neither the expertise nor the sociological know-how to define or lay
down criteria for determining what are 'SEBCs' ... This Court has, however, a duty
to interpret the Constitution and to see what it means and intends when it makes
provisions for the advancement of SEBCs ... Except for this, the Court has very
little or no function."
The stand adopted by the Supreme Court was echoed in Usha Rani v Maharishi Dayanad
University, Rohtak9 :
"Their view is dependent inter alia on an overall assessment and survey of the
requirements of the residents of particular territories and other categories of persons ... In
that deep stream of thought, the Courts seldom dive to meddle with the manner and
method of making the classification, be it on a territorial geographical or other reasonable
basis. "
The

Use of the

1931 Census

Data

A large number of the petitioners in the case Indra Sawhney & Others v Union of
India & Others pending before the Supreme Court of India to decide the constitutional
validity of the impugned Office Memorandum, have questioned the worthiness of the

8
9

AlR 1985 SC 1495.
AlR 1984 P&H 297.
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MandaI Commission's recommendations
the 1931 Census Data.

on the ground, inter alia, of the alleged use of

The said attack on the veracity of the findings is based on a misconception of the use
that was made of the said census. An impression has been sought to be conveyed that the
said 1931 Census has been used in order to identify socially and educationally backward
communities as of 1980. As a matter of fact, even a cursory reading of the Report would
show that the 1931 Census Data does not have even a remote connection with the
identification of GBCs.
The SEBCs were identified on the basis of a country-wise, socio-economic field
survey, census report of 1961 (particularly for the identification of primitive tribes,
aboriginal tribes, etc.), personal knowledge gained through extensive touring and receipt
of voluminous
public evidence and lists of GBCs notified by various State
Governments.lO
The field survey itself was conducted, under the guidelines prepared by the panel of
experts (using the 11 indicators), by the Directors of Economics & Statistics of the
respective States under the supervision of the Director General of the Central Statistical
Organisation and the Chief Executive of the National Sample Survey. The stacks of data
generated by the Survey were processed by the National Informatics Center of the
Electronics Commission. It was as a result of this survey inter alia that the SEBCs were
identified and State-wise lists of GBCs were drawn up.
It was after the identification of GBCs that the Commission was faced with the task
of determining their population percentage. It is at this stage that the 1931 Census Data
became relevant because this was the last Census report which enumerated caste and
hereditary occupations and was, therefore the most reliable document available for this
purpose. The list of Backward Classes prepared by the Mandal Commission were cross
referenced with the 1931 Census report in order to compute the population figures of
various castes and communities. It is. therefore. clear that the 1931 Census Data was used
for arriving at a population percentage of OBCs and not for their identification.
The above method has already been adopted by earlier Commissions and has been
legitimised by both judicial and legislative cognisance of the same. In State of A.P. v
Balram,ll the Supreme Court of India while upholding the adoption of the aforesaid
method observed:
"The difficulty was enhanced by the fact that no caste-wise statistics had been
collected after the 1931 Census. So far as Andhra areas are concerned, the figures of
the 1921 Census were available, as it had been prepared on caste-wise basis.
Regarding Teleganaga area, the 1931 Census'of caste-wise statistics were available. It
had to estimate the 1968 population in the two areas on the basis of the respective
census data available. The Population figures for 1968 for each caste was fixed by the
Commission by the percentage of the increase of the total population." (para 70 of
the judgment)
The same method has also been incorporated in Section 5(2)(a) of the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act. 1976 and the exercise was carried
out by the Registrar General of India in 1977 (vide Notification No. 9/15/77-CD(cen)
dated 20-8-1977).

10

11

Para 12.7 p. 57 of Vol. I, Part I of the MandaI Commissin Report.
AIR 1972 SC 1375.
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Identification(?)

The office memorandum dated 13st A!lgust 1990 issued by the Ministry
PersonRftl, Public Grievances & Pensions ran into heavy weather because it adopts
classification which has allegedly been based solely on caste. After perusing the text
the MandaI Commission's Report it is clear that caste has been used only as a unit
identification.

of
a
of
of

It must be remembered that the various provisions of the Constitution, namely
Articles 15(4), 16(4),340, etc., mention 'classes' of citizens. The Supreme Court of India
has held in S.v. Balaram v State of Andhra Pradeshl2 that,
" ... a caste is also a class of citizens and that a caste as such may be socially and
educationally backward. If after collecting the necessary data it is found that the caste
as a whole is socially and educationally backward, in our opinion the reservation
made of such persons will have to be upheld notwithstanding the fact that a few
individuals in that group may be both socially and educationally above the general
average." (emphasis added)
In a Full Bench decision the Patna High Court observed in Chait Ram v Sikander
Choudharyl3 that,
"The principle that a classification
of a community as backward solely on
considerations of caste is invalid, cannot apply to those cases where though the
backward community is described conveniently by its caste name, nevertheless the
facts that the community is socially and educationally backward is not challenged on
any ground ....
in such cases the classification is not based solely on caste but
solely on the facts that the community is indisputably backward both socially and
educationally, but is more conveniently described by its caste."
In consonance with the above cited judicial interpretations, the Experts Panel
Assisting the Commission, agreeing to the Report of the Research Planning Team of
sociologists, recognised that the main task before the commission was to "lay down
criteria for identifying recognisable and persistent collectivities and not individuals "an in
the Indian context" such collectivities can be castes or other hereditary groups ... ".
The MandaI Commission has recognised in its Reportl4 that in traditional Indian
society social backwardness was a direct consequence of caste status and the various other
types of backwardness flowed directly from this crippling handicap. Bearing these factors
in mind, the MandaI Commission evolved 11 indicators or criteria for determining the
social and educational backwardness which are grouped under the three broad heads, i.e.,
Social, Educational and Cconomic.
The above 11 criteria were applied for the purposes of identifying all those groups or
classes of citizens which would need reservations. After the identification process, for the
purposes of statistical records and analytical convenience, all the identified groups were
catalogued under their respective caste names, for want of any better labels. The MandaI
Commission therefore, did not employ an identification process which was based solely
on caste, but which was founded on 11 indicators which were arrived at after careful
deliberations.

Economic

Tests as Basis

If one asks the common man on the street (one who is not included within the scope
12

AIR 1972 SC 1375.

13

AIR 1968 Pal 337.
Para 4.33, pg. 17; Volumes I

14

& II.
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of the proposed reservations, of course) his views regarding the MandaI Commission's
recommendations, his understandable answer would be that the identification should have
been along economic lines and he would see no reason as to why the economically well
off among the SEBCs should get the benefit of reservation.
His views, however, would be misconceived and would run contrary to the present
legal frame-work. They would overlook certain vital facts, viz,.(a)

that the Constitution makes special provisions for "classes",

(b)

that the makers of the Constitution advisedly used the words "socially and
educationally backward" classes of citizens and not "economically backward", and

(c)

that Article 16(4) provides for reservation for backward classes if they are not
adequately represented in the services.

The Supreme Court of India has in Vasanth
Chinnappa Reddy, J., that

Kumar's

case15

opined

through

"Class poverty, not individual poverty, is therefore the primary test ... Despite
individual exceptions, it may be possible and easy to identify social backwardness
with response to caste ... ".
The framers of the Constitution advisedly used the expression "socially and
educationally backward classes" in Article 340 of the Constitution, and it is this
expression which was used in Article 15(4) inserted by the First Amendment, though the
debates indicate that few Members had specifically sought the inclusion of the word
"economically", but the said suggestion was not accepted by Pandit Jawarharlal Nehru.
If a backward class does not have adequate representation in the services of the State,
the question of applying economic criteria to individuals does not arise. Such a question
would arise if and when there is substantial representation of the class. This conforms to
the principle in the Constitution underlying the system of reservations; which is that
reservation is not only to provide jobs but more important to afford opportunities to
those classes to participate in the governance and development of our country.
It is not that the MandaI Commission has ignored the economic dimensions of
reservations. The Commission viewed the problem from the perspective that poverty is
the result of social backwardness, as supported by sociological and historical evidence, and
evolved certain criteria in which economic criteria were given due weightage.16 In addition,
it is not mandatory to impose an income ceiling in respect of individuals belonging to the
SEBCs and the absence of a ceiling cannot invalidate the recommendations of the
Commission and thereby the Office Memorandum in question.

Reservations

Contemplated:

Excessive and Unreasonable?

After reiterating the sturdiness of the foundations on which the Commission based its
recommendations,
it would be appropriate to examine whether the reservations
contemplated by the impugned Office Memorandum are excessive and unreasonable.
While in MR. Balaji v State of Mysore17 the Supreme Court of India had indicated
that in a broad and general way reservations should not exceed 50 per cent of the total
vacancies or seats, it has in subsequent decisions18 held that there is nothing hard and fast
and that there could be variations depending upon the factual situations. '
15
16
17

18

Vasanlh Kumar v Slale of Kamalaka, AIR 1985 SC 1495.
Paras 11.23 & 11.24, pg, 52; Volumes I & II of the Report,
AIR 1963 SC 649.
Trilokhi Nath v State of J&K, AIR 1969 SC 1; State ofKerala v N.M. Thomas, 19761 SCR 906.
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However assuming for arguments sake, that the 50 per cel)t limit has to be applied
without any dilution whatsoever, it must be pointed out that judicial decisions have taken
the view that the 50 per cent limit applied only to reservations which are traceable to
Article 15(4) and 16(4) and not to reservations which fall outside the scope of the said
provisions, but are justifiable under Article 14 on the basis of reasonable classification. In
these circumstances the proposed reservations, contemplated under Article 15(4) and 16(4),
amount to 49.5 per cent (15%-SCs,
7.5%-STs,
27%-SEBCs)
and escape judicial
scrutiny on grounds of being excessive.
In D.N. Chanchala v State of Mysore!9 Rule 4 and Rule 5 of the Mysore Medical
Colleges' (Selection for Admission) Rules, 1970 were challenged inter alia as they
contemplated reservations which were allegedly excessive and unreasonable. Rule 4 set
apart 60 seats (7.8%) for different categories of persons including children of defence
personnel. Rule 5 provided that 15 per cent shall be reserved for persons belonging to the
SCs, 3 per cent for STs and 30 per cent for SEBCs.
Supreme Court Justice Shelat observed,
"As aforesaid, the Government is entitled to lay down sources from which selcction
for admission would be made. A provision laying down such sources is strictly
speaking not a reservation. It is not a reservation as understood by Article 15 against
which objection can be taken on the ground that it is excessive. The reservation, as
contemplated by Article 15, is the one made under rule 5." (emphasis added)
Justice
Mysore7iJ

Shelat's observations affirmed what had been held in Subhashini
by former Supreme Court judge K.S.Hegde, J., The latter held that,

v State of

"The validity of the reservations for SEBCs has to be judged by the conditions laid
down in Article 15(4). The validity of the other reservations has to be tested on the
basis of the requirements of Article 14."
"From these observations (in Balaji's case), it is clear that the upper limit in that
decision has only applications ~o the reservations to be made under Article 15(4). It
does not include any reservation otherwise made." (emphasis supplied)
An important pre-requisite for a 'reasonable' reservation scheme under Article 16(4) is
that the Government must be satisfied that the class for which the reservation has been
contemplated "is not adequately represented in the services under the State" as it would be
unreasonable to extend reservations to those classes which are adequately represented, thus
overlooking the very purpose of the section's inclusion. This principle was concretized by
Chief Justice Ray in State of Kerala v N.M. Thomas,2! who held that
"The relevant touchstone of validity is to find out whether the rule of preference
secures adequate representation for the unrepresented backward community or goes
beyond it."
Based on the replies furnished to the questionnaries issued for this purpose to all
Ministries and Departments of the Central Government, as no list of OBCs was
maintained by the Government, the Commission arrived at the following figures22 .Category of Employees

Total No.

% of SC/ST

% of OBCs

All classes

15,71,638

18.72

12.55

19
AIR 1971 SC 1763.
20
AIR 1966 Mys 40.
21
1976 1 SCR 906.
22
Extracted from pg. 92 of Part I of the MandaI Commission Report.
NLSJ-ll
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This information clearly shows that both SCs/STs and SEBCs were inadequately
represented in the services of the Government of India.
It may be furth~r added that while nearly 50 per cent of the vacancies are reserved for
about 74.5 per cent of the population of the country comprising SCs, STs and SEBCs,
the rest of the 25.5 per cent of the population can freely compete for those vacancies that
are not reserved but would, under current realities, be almost entirely availed of by them.
The opportunities reserved for SEBCs would roughly be 50 per cent less than their
percentage share in the population.

Merit

and Efficiency

All the detractors of the MandaI Commission, be they the annonymous government
bureaucrat, or the urban elite, or the middle class student protesting on the streets, have
used the trump card of devaluation of merit and decline of efficiency in an attempt to
demolish the efficacy of the Government action on the Report. They fear that
'meritorious' students securing cent per cent marks will be given the go by and as a result
there will be a steep decline in the efficiency of the administration.
While considering the issue of reservation in general and the government's partial
implementation of the MandaI Commission's recommendations in particular, one must
take into account both the academic dimensions and the social dimensions of merit. It is
not sufficient nor just to view the above issue from only one perspective. One must adopt
a multi-dimensional approach.
With respect to the other side 'of the coin, as rightly pointed out by Sir Leslie Miller
in his report submitted in 1921 on 'Backward Classes',
"Efficiency, however, is not to be measured solely or even mainly by academic
qualifications and it will not be denied that there are many important branches of the
administration in which other qualities such as sympathy. honesty of purpose. energy
and common sense go as far to make an efficient officer as literary superiority. We do
not wish to suggest that the Brahmin community is deficient in these qualities but it
cannot and does not claim a greater share of them than other communities, while its
superiority at present in the capacity to obtain academic distinctions can hardly be
questioned. "
Besides the academic dimensions of merit, what is equally or even more important is
the social dimension of merit. This issue has been discussed in detail by Chinnappa
Reddy, J., in Vasanth Kumar's case:
"One of the results of the superior, elitist approach is that the question of reservation
is invariably viewed as the conflict between the meritarian principle and'the
compensatory principle. No, it is not so. The real conflict is between the class of
people, who have never been in or who have moved out of the desert of poverty,
illiteracy and backwardness and are entrenched in !,he oasis of convenient living and
those who are still in the desert and want to reach the oasis ... And, what is merit?"
According to the observations of Justice Reddy a child of the SCs, STs or other
backward classes, who has been brought up in an atmosphere of penury, illiteracy and
anti-culture, who is looked down upon by tradition and society, who has no books and
magazines to read at home, no radio to listen, no TV to watch, no one to help him with
his homework, who goes to the nearest local board school and college, whose parents are
either illiterate or so ignorant and ill-informed that he cannot even hope to seek their
advice on any matter of importance, who secures a mediocre grade, cannot be said to be
lacking in l1)erit.
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"Surely a child who has been able to jump so many hurdles may be expected to do
better and better as he progresses in life. If a spring flower he cannot be, autumn
flower he may be." .

The aforementioned stand is fortified by the observations of Justice Krishna Iyer in
State of Kerala & Anr. v N.M. Thomas & OrsY
"Efficiency means in terms of good government, not marks in examination only, but
responsible and responsive service to the people." (emphasis supplied)
The Government views the decision on the Mandai Commission from the point of
view of participation of the backward in governance, in research and in development of the
country and giving them a due share therein. That will lead to further strengthening the
unity of the country by ensuring through relevant constitutional provisions, their
meaningful role in the formulation and furtherance of various projects and policies as well
as administration and implementation of the same for all-round development in the true
sense of the word.
Further the argument that bright individuals belonging to the forward classes have to
yield to mediocre individuals belonging to SERCs does not present the correct picture.
Since the percentage of reservation for SC/STs and SERCs is limited, it is clear that the
brightest and the best amongst all sections would make it in the open quota. At the same
time, members of the SC/STs and SERCs, who on account of their traditional social
handicaps could not get jobs in the absence of reservation would now have the
opportunity of participating in the steering of this country's destiny.
It is well settled that it is only equals who can be treated equally (per Krishna Iyer,
J.). The members of the advantaged sections who have enjoyed various advantages and
privileges of social status, education, and wealth cannot claim treatment on an equal
footing with the disadvantaged sections. Among them the best will still be chosen in the
important open category. As pointed out earlier by the Supreme Court, the criticism that
efficiency is sacrificed by reservations overlooks the importance of on the job training
which significantly enhances the efficiency of an individual.
Conclusion
The passage of the case Indra Sawhney & Ors. v Union of India & Ors., pending
before the Supreme Court of India in order to decide the constitutional validity of the
Office Memorandum issued by the Central Government on that fateful day of August,
1990, has and is going to be a stormy one. It has been a catalyst in igniting the violent
passions of thousands of students resulting in a rash of self-immolations. The media has
not been quite helpful and has added fuel to the flre by being quite irresponsible at times.
The so-called intelligentsia, who have being sitting quiet for the decade since the Mandai
Commission released its Report in 1980, have only now woken up to reality and that too
with unresearched statements.
As explained in the preceding pages, the Government action on 'the Mandai
Commission is constitutionally
valid. It does not in any way violate any of the
Fundamental Rights let alone Articles 14, 15 and 16. It has been repeatedly held by the
Supreme Court of the land that the said three provisions form part of one code, each
embodying a different facet of the guarantee of equality. It has also been held that the
provisions contained in Articles 15(4) and 16(4) are really speaking emphatic legislative
devices of expressing what is implicit in Articles 15(1) and 16(1) respectively.
However, considering the volatile situation at hand and the instability writ large in
23
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the political scenario, it is difficult to be certain as to how the Supreme Court will react
as even the judiciary are humans and even they have to coexist along with the rest of us
lesser mortals by carefully hedging their bets. Nevertheless the Union has a strong case
and if it plays its cards carefully, it has a fairly good chance of swaying the Constitution
Bench to its side.

